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Abstract
In todays world,wireless communication has a tremendous impact on the hu-
man civilization.There has been a sea changes in modern day living and the
credit goes to the development in Wireless communication technology.But
Wireless communication is highly challenging due to complex,time vary-
ing propagation medium which causes multi path fading,co-channel inter-
ferences,cross talk,etc..,Diversity techniques are widely used in wireless com-
munication to mitigate these effects.
MIMO technology used for getting diversity techniques.MIMO (multiple
input, multiple output) is an antenna technology for wireless communications
in which multiple antennas are used at both for transmission and reception.
The antennas at each end of the communications circuit are combined to
minimize errors and optimize data speed. It increases the capacity of the
wireless channel.Recently a new class of methods called cooperative commu-
nication are using in wireless communication.In cooperative communication
relays are used to achieve diversity.The main relaying strategies used in coop-
erative communications are Amplify and Forward(AF),Decode and Forward.
In this project we use AF method for performance analysis of coopera-
tive diversity.In recent times in cooperative communication we have only two
transmitted antennas at source.In this work we have taken four and eight
transmitted antennas at source and each of the n relays has multiple anten-
nas..We used Space time block codes(STBC)for real signals at source and we
used quasi orthogonal STBC for complex signals .And we compared the Per-
formance analysis of AF based cooperative diversity for multiple transmitted
antennas.Theoretical results are obtained from Moment generating function
of multi hop relay.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In the last two decades,the rapid growth in radio technology has activated
a communications revolution. In todays world,wireless communication has a
tremendous impact on the human civilization.There has been a sea changes
in modern day living and the credit goes to the development in Wireless
communication technology.Wireless systems have been deployed through the
world to help people and machines to communicate with each other indepen-
dent of their location.Wireless communication is highly challenging due to
the complex, time varying propagation medium. If we have only one trans-
mitter and one receiver in wireless system,the transmitted signal that is send
into wireless environment arrives at the receiver along a number of diverse
paths, referred to as multi paths.
These multi paths of signal are mainly because of reflection,refraction
scattering and diffraction due to these factors the received signal varies as
a function of frequency, time and space. These variations are referred to as
fading and which cause deterioration of the system quality. Furthermore,
wireless channels suffer of cochannel interference (CCI) from other cells that
share the same frequency channel, leading to distortion of the desired sig-
nal and also low system performance. Therefore, wireless systems must be
designed to mitigate fading and interference to guarantee a reliable commu-
nication.
Diversity techniques are widely used in wireless communication to mit-
igate these effects.MIMO technology used for getting diversity techniques
which can improve the quality (bit-error rate) and data rate (bits/sec). This
advantage can increase the quality of service and revenues of the opera-
tor. Space-time block codes are used for Transmission of data over MIMO
channels.Recently a new class of methods called cooperative communication
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are using in wireless communication.In this project we use AF method for
performance analysis of cooperative diversity.In recent times in cooperative
communication we have only two transmitted antennas at source.In this work
we have taken four and eight transmitted antennas at source and n relays
each having two antennas.We used Space time block codes(STBC)for real
signals at source and we used quasi orthogonal STBC for complex signals
.And we compared the Performance analysis of AF based cooperative diver-
sity for multiple transmitted antennas.Theoretical results are obtained from
Moment generating function of multi hop relay.
1.1 Fading
In wireless communications, fading is deviation of the attenuation that a
carrier- modulated telecommunication signal experiences over certain propa-
gation media. The fading may vary with time, geographical position and/or
radio frequency, and is often modeled as a random process. A fading channel
is a communication channel that experiences fading. In wireless systems,
fading may either be due to multi path propagation, referred to as multi
path induced fading, or due to shadowing from obstacles affecting the wave
propagation, sometimes referred to as shadow fading.
1.2 Rayleigh fading
Rayleigh fading is a statistical model for the effect of a propagation environ-
ment on a radio signal, such as that used by wireless devices. Rayleigh fading
models assume that the magnitude of a signal that has passed through such
a transmission medium (also called a communications channel) will vary ran-
domly, or fade, according to a Rayleigh distribution - the radial component
of the sum of two uncorrelated Gaussian random variables.
1.3 Diversity Technique
One of the most efficient and simple techniques to overcome the destructive
effects of fading is Diversity. Diversity is an efficient technique to exploit
the random nature of radio propagation by finding methods to generate and
extract independent signal paths for communication. The concept behind
diversity is relatively simple. If one signal path undergoes a deep fade at a
particular point of time, another independent path may have a strong signal.
By having more than one path to select from, both the instantaneous and
average SNR can be improved in the receiver by a large amount. There
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are various types of diversity used in communication systems operating over
fading channels . They are:
• Space Diversity
• Frequency Diversity
• Time Diversity
• Polarization Diversity
• Multi path Diversity
Whatever be the diversity technique employed, the receiver has to pro-
cess the diversity signals obtained in a fashion that maximizes the power
efficiency of the system. There are several possible diversity reception meth-
ods employed in communication receivers. The most common techniques
are:
• Selection Diversity
• Equal Gain Combining (EGC)
• Maximal Ratio Combining (MRC)
Among these three techniques we chose maximal ratio combining to combine
received signals. Because MRC give better performance compare to the other
technique.
1.4 MIMO
Multiple-input and multiple-output(MIMO)is the use of multiple antennas
at both the transmitter and receiver to improve communication performance.
It is one of several forms of smart antenna technology.MIMO technology has
attracted attention in wireless communications, because it offers significant
increases in data throughput and link range without additional bandwidth or
increased transmit power. It achieves this goal by spreading the same total
transmit power over the antennas to achieve an array gain that improves
the spectral efficiency (more bits per second per hertz of bandwidth) or to
achieve a diversity gain that improves the link reliability (reduced fading).
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Figure 1.1: MIMO models
1.4.1 Present Standards with MIMO
• IEEE 802.11n (Wifi)
IEEE 802.11n-2009 is an amendment to the IEEE 802.11-2007 wireless
networking standard to improve network throughput over the two pre-
vious standards802.11a and 802.11gwith a significant increase in the
maximum net data rate from 54 Mbit/s to 600 Mbit/s (slightly higher
gross bit rate including for example error-correction codes, and slightly
lower maximum throughput) with the use of four spatial streams at a
channel width of 40 MHz. 802.11n standardized support for multiple-
input multiple-output and frame aggregation, and security improve-
ments, among other features.
• 4G
In telecommunications, 4G is the fourth generation of cell phone mo-
bile communications standards. It is a successor of the third genera-
tion (3G) standards. A 4G system provides mobile ultra-broadband
Internet access, for example to laptops with USB wireless modems, to
smart phones, and to other mobile devices. Conceivable applications
include amended mobile web access, IP telephony, gaming services,
high-definition mobile TV, video conferencing and 3D television.
• 3GPP Long Term Evolution
Long Term Evolution (LTE) was introduced in 3GPP Release 8. The
objective is a high data rate, low latency and packet optimized radio
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access technology. LTE is also referred to as E-UTRA (Evolved UMTS
Terrestrial Radio Access) or E-UTRAN(Evolved UMTS Terrestrial Ra-
dio access Network).The basic concept for LTE in down link is OFDMA
(Uplink: SC-FDMA), while MIMO technologies are an integral part of
LTE
• WiMAX
WiMAX (Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access) is a wire-
less communications standard designed to provide 30 to 40 megabit-
per-second data rates, with the 2011 update providing up to 1 Gbit/s
for fixed stations. It is a part of a fourth generation, or 4G, of wireless-
communication technology. WiMax far surpasses the 30-meter wireless
range of a conventional Wi-Fi local area network (LAN), offering a
metropolitan area network with a signal radius of about 50 km.
• HSPA+
It provides an evolution of High Speed Packet Access and provides
data rates up to 168 Megabits per second (Mbit/s) to the mobile de-
vice and 22 Mbit/s from the mobile device. Technically these are
achieved through the use of a multiple-antenna technique known as
MIMO (for multiple-input and multiple-output) and higher order mod-
ulation (64QAM) or combining multiple cells into one with a technique
known as Dual-Cell HSDPA.
1.5 Cooperative diversity
Cooperative diversity in wireless multi-hop networks is an attractive new way
to increase throughput, reduce energy requirements and provide resistance
to channel fading effects. Because of its distributed nature, this new form
of diversity allows a network of relatively simple, single-antenna devices to
achieve many of the celebrated advantages of physical antenna arrays.The
dramatically increased requirement of wireless devices in current market sce-
nario has led to development of wireless networks, especially several genera-
tion of cellular voice and data networks and, more recently, adhoc networks
for wireless computer, home, and personal communication. The common
requirement of all these wireless services is the attainment of high data rate
over dynamic channel environment. One of the possible approach for com-
bating such problem is to explore diversity techniques in space, time or in
frequency.
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Figure 1.2: AF Relay model.
1.6 Amplify and forward
• Allows the relay node to amplify the received noisy signal from the
source node and then forward it to the destination.
• Simplest relaying strategies with low implementation cost.
1.7 Space time block codes
The Alamouti scheme achieves the full diversity for two transmit antennas.
The key feature of the scheme is orthogonality between the sequences gen-
erated by the two transmit antennas. This scheme was generalized to an
arbitrary number of transmit antennas by applying the theory of orthogonal
designs. The generalized schemes are referred to as space-time block codes
(STBCs).It is a technique used in wireless communications to transmit mul-
tiple copies of a data stream across a number of antennas and to improve
the reliability of transmission.An STBC is usually represented by a matrix.
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Each row represents a time slot and each column represents transmitting
antennas.We construct these codes based on diversity criteria[13] .Based on
the type of the signal constellations, space-time block codes can be classified
into space-time block codes with real signals and space-time block codes with
complex signals( Quasi orthogonal codes).
• Real orthogonal designs
For real signals transmission over multiple antennas we use these Or-
thogonal designs .A real orthogonal designs of size n is an n x n or-
thogonal matrix Gn with real entries x1,−x1, x2,−x2, ...., xn,−xn such
that
GTnGn = (x
2
1 + x
2
2 + ...+ x
2
n)In
where GTn is transpose matrix,In is identity matrix.These designs pro-
vide full data rate ,The Hurwitz-Radon literature[14] provides the full
details of these designs.
• Quasi orthogonal designs
For complex signals transmission over multiple antenna we use these
quasi orthogonal designs.A complex orthogonal designs of size n is an n
x n orthogonal matrixGn with complex entries x1,−x1, x2,−x2, ...., xn,−xn
and their conjugates such that
GHn Gn = (|x1|2 + |x2|2 + ...+ |xn|2)In
where GHn is hermitian matrix.In complex orthogonal designs full data
rate is achieved with only two transmit antennas it is not possible two
achieve full rate for more than two antennas .And complex orthogonal
designs exists for any number of transmit antennas with half data rate
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Chapter 2
System model and Receiver
design
2.1 General model
Consider the model as shown in Fig 2.1 with single relay (R) between the
source (S) and destination (D). We assume that all the transmissions are on
orthogonal channels
Figure 2.1: Three node cooperative diversity system.
yd,s =
√
Eshd,sxs + nd,s
yr,s =
√
Eshr,sxs + nr,s
yd,r =
√
Erhd,rβryr,s + nd,r
And nd,s, nr,s, nd,r ∼ CN(0, N0) represent additive white Gaussian noise
at the relay and destination.The fading coefficients hd,s ∼ CN(0,Ωd,s), hr,s ∼
CN(0,Ωr,s) and hd,r ∼ CN(0,Ωd,r) are due to Rayleigh fading channel.βr is
Amplification factor at relay. In general we have n transmitted antennas at
source and n relays with each having n antennas. We denote source antennas
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Figure 2.2: General relay model for cooperative diversity.
by Ms, relay antennas by Mr , and destination antenna by Md. In this
we have taken 2,4,8 transmitted antennas at source and we use Alamouti
codes for transmission of signals in Ms = 2.For higher number of antennas
we use orthogonal Space time block codes where columns represents time
slots and rows represents transmitting signals from antennas .We denote
the fading coefficients on the S-D, S-R and R-D links as aid,s, a
i
r,s and a
i
d,r
respectively. Here the first subscript indicates the receiver unit, the second
subscript indicates the transmitter unit, and the superscript indicates the
antenna index at the transmitter or receiver unit. The corresponding additive
white Gaussian noise (AWGN) samples are respectively denoted by nid,s,j,
nir,s,j and n
i
d,r,j. In this we represent signals received at relay from source by
yr,s and signals received at destination from source by yd,s The signal received
at the ith antenna of the rth relay from source is
yir,s =
(
a1r,sx1 + a
2
r,sx2 + ...+ a
Ms
r,s xMs
)√
Es + n
i
r,s
The signal received at the jth antenna of the destination from source is
yjd,s =
(
a1d,sx1 + a
2
d,sx2 + ...+ a
Ms
d,s xMs
)√
Es + n
j
d,s
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Figure 2.3: Ms = 2 ,Mr = 2 ,Md = 1 model for cooperative diversity.
2.2 Detection rule for Ms = 2 ,Mr = 2 ,Md = 1
for Real signals
The signal received at the first antenna of the rth relay is given by
y1r,s,1 =
(
a1r,sx1 + a
2
r,sx2
)√
Es + n
1
r,s,1
y1r,s,2 =
(−a1r,sx2 + a2r,sx1)√Es + n1r,s,2
And, the signal received at the second antenna of the rth relay is given by
y2r,s,1 =
(
a3r,sx1 + a
4
r,sx2
)√
Es + n
2
r,s,1
y2r,s,2 =
(−a3r,sx2 + a4r,sx1)√Es + n2r,s,2
Now applying MRC at the rth relay then we have
sr,1 = h
∗
1y
1
r,s,1 + h2y
1∗
r,s,2 + h
∗
3y
2
r,s,1 + h4y
2∗
r,s,2
sr,2 = h
∗
2y
1
r,s,1 − h1y1∗r,s,2 + h∗4y2r,s,1 − h3y2∗r,s,2
where, hi = a
i
r,s
√
Es.After substitution these values we get,
sr,1 = CrEsx1 + a
1∗
r,s
√
Esn
1
r,s,1 + a
2
r,s
√
Esn
1∗
r,s,2
+ a3∗r,s
√
Esn
2
r,s,1 + a
4
r,s
√
Esn
2∗
r,s,2
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sr,2 = CrEsx2 − a1r,s
√
Esn
1∗
r,s,2 + a
2∗
r,s
√
Esn
1
r,s,1
− a3r,s
√
Esn
2∗
r,s,2 + a
4∗
r,s
√
Esn
2
r,s,1
where Cr =
∑4
i=1(a
i
r,s).And These symbols are transmitted using alamouti
codes given by
yd,r,1 =
(
a1d,rsr,1 + a
2
d,rsr,2
)
βr
√
Er + n
1
d,r,1
yd,r,2 =
(−a1d,rs∗r,2 + a2d,rs∗r,1) βr√Er + n1d,r,2
Now applying MRC at the destination we get
z˜d,r,1 = l
∗
1yd,r,1 + l2y
∗
d,r,2
z˜d,r,2 = l
∗
2yd,r,1 − l1y∗d,r,2
where, li = a
i
d,r
√
Er,On expanding we get
z˜d,r,1 = CrDrErβrEsx1 +DrEr
√
Es
[
a1∗r,sβrn
1
r,s,1 + a
2
r,sβrn
1∗
r,s,2 + a
3∗
r,sβrn
2
r,s,1
]
+ Er
√
EsDra
4
r,sβrn
2∗
r,s,2 + a
1∗
d,r
√
Ern
1
d,r,1 + a
2
d,r
√
Ern
1∗
d,r,2
z˜d,r,2 = CrDrβrErEsx2 −DrEr
√
Es
[
a1r,sβrn
1∗
r,s,2 + a
2∗
r,sβrn
1
r,s,1 − a3r,sβrn2∗r,s,2
]
+ Er
√
EsDra
4∗
r,sβrn
2
r,s,1 + a
2∗
d,r
√
Ern
1
d,r,1 − a1d,r
√
Ern
1∗
d,r,2
And signal from direct link after combining are yd,s,i are given below
yd,s,1 = BEsx1 + a
1∗
d,s
√
Esnd,s,1 + a
2
d,s
√
Esn
∗
d,s,2
yd,s,2 = BEsx2 − a1d,s
√
Esn
∗
d,s,2 + a
2∗
d,s
√
Esnd,s,1
so we have two signals at destination z˜d,r,i and yd,s,i .Now Maximum like-
lihood detection rule for first symbol is given by
CEsβrRe {z˜d,r,1}
CDErEsβ2r + 1
+Re {yd,s,1}
1
>
<
−1
0
Similarly, for second symbol
CEsβrRe {z˜d,r,2}
CDErEsβ2r + 1
+Re {yd,s,2}
1
>
<
−1
0
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Figure 2.4: Ms = 4 ,Mr = 2 ,Md = 1 relay model for cooperative diversity.
2.3 Detection rule for Ms = 4 ,Mr = 2 ,Md = 1
for Real signals
we have 4 transmitted antennas so we can transmit 4 signals at a time. In
this case by 4× 4 orthogonal design we represent x as
x1 x2 x3 x4
−x2 x1 −x4 x3
−x3 x4 x1 −x2
−x4 −x3 x2 x1

The following are the signals from source to relay
y1r,s,1 = [a
1
r,sx1 + a
2
r,sx2 + a
3
r,sx3 + a
4
r,sx4]
√
Es + n
1
r,s,1
y1r,s,2 = [a
2
r,sx1 − a1r,sx2 − a3r,sx4 + a4r,sx3]
√
Es + n
1
r,s,2
y1r,s,3 = [a
2
r,sx4 − a1r,sx3 + a3r,sx1 − a4r,sx2]
√
Es + n
1
r,s,3
y1r,s,4 = [a
3
r,sx2 − a1r,sx4 − a2r,sx3 − a4r,sx1]
√
Es + n
1
r,s,4
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y2r,s,1 = [a
5
r,sx1 + a
6
r,sx2 + a
7
r,sx3 + a
8
r,sx4]
√
Es + n
2
r,s,1
y2r,s,2 = [a
6
r,sx1 − a5r,sx2 − a7r,sx4 − a8r,sx3]
√
Es + n
2
r,s,2
y2r,s,3 = [a
6
r,sx4 − a5r,sx3 + a7r,sx1 − a8r,sx2]
√
Es + n
2
r,s,3
y2r,s,4 = [a
7
r,sx2 − a5r,sx4 − a6r,sx3 + a8r,sx1]
√
Es + n
2
r,s,4
Let these eight signals are represented as y1 to y8 respectively.On MR
Combining we get S.
Here S=YH
where
S =

sr,1
sr,2
sr,3
sr,4
 .
Y =

y1 y2 y3 y4 y5 y6 y7 y8
−y2 y1 y4 −y3 −y6 y5 y8 −y7
−y3 −y4 y1 y2 −y7 −y8 y5 y6
−y4 y3 −y2 y1 −y8 y7 −y6 y5

H =

h1
h2
h3
h4
h5
h6
h7
h8

.
sr,1 = h
∗
1y
1
r,s,1 + h2y
1∗
r,s,2 + h
∗
3y
1
r,s,3 + h4y
1∗
r,s,4 + h
∗
5y
2
r,s,1 + h6y
2∗
r,s,2 + h
∗
7y
2
r,s,3 + h8y
2∗
r,s,4
sr,2 = −h1y1∗r,s,2 + h∗2y1r,s,1 + h3y1∗r,s,4 − h∗4y1r,s,3 − h5y2∗r,s,2 + h∗6y2r,s,1 + h7y2∗r,s,4 − h∗8y2r,s,3
sr,3 = −h∗1y1r,s,3 − h2y1∗r,s,4 + h∗3y1r,s,1 + h4y1∗r,s,2 − h∗5y2r,s,3 − h6y2∗r,s,4 + h∗7y2r,s,1 + h8y2∗r,s,2
sr,4 = −h1y1∗r,s,4 + h∗2y1r,s,3 − h3y1∗r,s,2 + h∗4y1r,s,1 − h5y2∗r,s,4 + h∗6y2r,s,3 − h7y2∗r,s,2 − h∗8y2r,s,1
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where hi = a
i
r,s
√
Es,On expanding we get
sr,1 =
√
Es
[
a1∗r,sn
1
r,s,1 + a
2
r,sn
1∗
r,s,2 + a
3∗
r,sn
1
r,s,3 + a
4
r,sn
1∗
r,s,4 + a
5∗
r,sn
2
r,s,1 + a
6
r,sn
2∗
r,s,2
]
+
√
Es
[
a7∗r,sn
2
r,s,3 + a
8
r,sn
2∗
r,s,4
]
+ Esx1
8∑
i=1
(air,s)
2
sr,2 =
√
Es
[
a2∗r,sn
1
r,s,1 − a1r,sn1∗r,s,2 + a3r,sn1∗r,s,4 − a4∗r,sn1r,s,3 − a5r,sn2∗r,s,2 + a6∗r,sn2r,s,1
]
+
√
Es
[
a7r,sn
2∗
r,s,4 − a8∗r,sn2r,s,3
]
+ Esx2
8∑
i=1
(air,s)
2
sr,3 =
√
Es
[
a3∗r,sn
1
r,s,1 − a1∗r,sn1r,s,3 − a2r,sn1∗r,s,4 + a4r,sn1∗r,s,2 − a5∗r,sn2r,s,3 − a6r,sn2∗r,s,4
]
+
√
Es
[
a7∗r,sn
2
r,s,1 + a
8
r,sn
2∗
r,s,2
]
+ Esx3
8∑
i=1
(air,s)
2
sr,4 =
√
Es
[
a2∗r,sn
1
r,s,3 − a3r,sn1∗r,s,2 − a1r,sn1∗r,s,4 + a4∗r,sn1r,s,1 − a5r,sn2∗r,s,4 + a6∗r,sn2r,s,3
]
√
Es
[−a7r,sn2∗r,s,2 + a8∗r,sn2r,s,1]+ Esx4 8∑
i=1
(air,s)
2
Now these symbols are transmitted from relay to destination by amplifying
with some factor βr. Here yd,r,i is the signal received at destination from
Relay with amplification βr
yd,r,1 =
(
a1d,rsr,1 + a
2
d,rsr,2
)
βr
√
Er + nd,r,1
yd,r,2 =
(−a1d,rs∗r,2 + a2d,rs∗r,1) βr√Er + nd,r,2
where βr =
√
Er
CEs+N0
By diversity combining at the destination antenna we get
z˜d,r,1 = l
∗
1yd,r,1 + l2y
∗
d,r,2
z˜d,r,2 = l
∗
2yd,r,1 − l1y∗d,r,2
where, li = a
i
d,r
√
Er, D =
∑2
i=1 |aid,r|2,C =
∑8
i=1 |air,s|2
z˜d,r,1 = CDβrErEsx1 +Da
1∗
r,sβrEr
√
Esn
1
r,s,1 +Da
2
r,sβrEr
√
Esn
1∗
r,s,2
+Da3∗r,sβrEr
√
Esn
1
r,s,3 +Da
4
r,sβrEr
√
Esn
1∗
r,s,4 +Da
5∗
r,sβrEr
√
Esn
2
r,s,1
+Da6r,sβrEr
√
Esn
2∗
r,s,2 +Da
7∗
r,sβrEr
√
Esn
2
r,s,3 +Da
8
r,sβrEr
√
Esn
2∗
r,s,4
+ a1∗d,r
√
Ernd,r,1 + a
2
d,r
√
Ern
∗
d,r,2
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z˜d,r,2 = CDβrErEsx2 +Da
2∗
r,sβrEr
√
Esn
1
r,s,1 −Da1r,sβrEr
√
Esn
1∗
r,s,2
+Da3r,sβrEr
√
Esn
1∗
r,s,4 −Da4∗r,sβrEr
√
Esn
1
r,s,3 −Da5r,sβrEr
√
Esn
2∗
r,s,2
+Da6∗r,sβrEr
√
Esn
2
r,s,1 +Da
7
r,sβrEr
√
Esn
2∗
r,s,4 −Da8∗r,sβrEr
√
Esn
2
r,s,3
+ a2∗d,r
√
Ernd,r,1 − a1d,r
√
Ern
∗
d,r,2
yd,s,1 = Esx1[
∑4
i=1(a
i
d,s)
2] +
√
Es[a
1
d,snd,s,1 + a
2
r,snd,s,2 + a
3
d,snd,s,3 + a
4
d,snd,s,4]
yd,s,i is the signals from direct path i.e from source to destination after Com-
bining.So we have two signals at destination z˜d,r,i and yd,s,i . Now Maximum
likelihood detection rule for first symbol is given by
CEsβrRe {z˜d,r,1}
CDErEsβ2r + 1
+Re {yd,s,1}
1
>
<
−1
0
2.4 Detection rule for Ms = 8 ,Mr = 2 ,Md = 1
for Real signals
In this model we have 8 transmitted antennas and n relays with each having
2 antennas. we have 8 transmitted antennas so we can transmit 8 signals at
a time.In this case by 8× 8 orthogonal design we represent x as
x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8
−x2 x1 x4 −x3 x6 −x5 −x8 x7
−x3 −x4 x1 x2 x7 x8 −x5 −x6
−x4 x3 −x2 x1 x8 −x7 x6 −x5
−x5 −x6 −x7 −x8 x1 x2 x3 x4
−x6 x5 −x8 x7 −x2 x1 −x4 x3
−x7 x8 x5 −x6 −x3 x4 x1 −x2
−x8 −x7 x6 x5 −x4 −x3 x2 x1

Here yjr,s,i is signal received at the jth antenna of the relay during ith
time slot
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Figure 2.5: Multi antenna based relay model for cooperative diversity.
y1r,s,1 = [a
1
r,sx1 + a
2
r,sx2 + a
3
r,sx3 + a
4
r,sx4 + a
5
r,sx5 + a
6
r,sx6 + a
7
r,sx7 + a
8
r,sx8]
√
Es + n
1
r,s,1
y1r,s,2 = [−a1r,sx2 + a2r,sx1 + a3r,sx4 − a4r,sx3 + a5r,sx6 − a6r,sx5 − a7r,sx8 + a8r,sx7]
√
Es + n
1
r,s,2
y1r,s,3 = [−a1r,sx3 − a2r,sx4 + a3r,sx1 + a4r,sx2 + a5r,sx7 + a6r,sx8 − a7r,sx5 − a8r,sx6]
√
Es + n
1
r,s,3
y1r,s,4 = [−a1r,sx4 + a2r,sx3 − a3r,sx2 + a4r,sx1 + a5r,sx8 − a6r,sx7 + a7r,sx6 − a8r,sx5]
√
Es + n
1
r,s,4
y1r,s,5 = [−a1r,sx5 − a2r,sx6 − a3r,sx7 − a4r,sx8 + a5r,sx1 + a6r,sx2 + a7r,sx3 + a8r,sx4]
√
Es + n
1
r,s,5
y1r,s,6 = [−a1r,sx6 + a2r,sx5 − a3r,sx8 + a4r,sx7 − a5r,sx2 + a6r,sx1 − a7r,sx4 + a8r,sx3]
√
Es + n
1
r,s,6
y1r,s,7 = [−a1r,sx7 + a2r,sx8 + a3r,sx5 − a4r,sx6 − a5r,sx3 + a6r,sx4 + a7r,sx1 − a8r,sx2]
√
Es + n
1
r,s,7
y1r,s,8 = [−a1r,sx8 − a2r,sx7 + a3r,sx6 + a4r,sx5 − a5r,sx4 − a6r,sx3 + a7r,sx2 + a8r,sx1]
√
Es + n
1
r,s,8
The signal received at second antenna of relay are given below.
y2r,s,1 = [a
9
r,sx1 + a
10
r,sx2 + a
11
r,sx3 + a
12
r,sx4 + a
13
r,sx5 + a
14
r,sx6 + a
15
r,sx7 + a
16
r,sx8]
√
Es + n
2
r,s,1
y2r,s,2 = [−a9r,sx2 + a10r,sx1 + a11r,sx4 − a12r,sx3 + a13r,sx6 − a14r,sx5 − a15r,sx8 + a16r,sx7]
√
Es + n
2
r,s,2
y2r,s,3 = [−a9r,sx3 − a10r,sx4 + a11r,sx1 + a12r,sx2 + a13r,sx7 + a14r,sx8 − a15r,sx5 − a16r,sx6]
√
Es + n
2
r,s,3
y2r,s,4 = [−a9r,sx4 + a10r,sx3 − a11r,sx2 + a12r,sx1 + a13r,sx8 − a14r,sx7 + a15r,sx6 − a16r,sx5]
√
Es + n
2
r,s,4
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y2r,s,5 = [−a9r,sx5 − a10r,sx6 − a11r,sx7 − a12r,sx8 + a13r,sx1 + a14r,sx2 + a15r,sx3 + a16r,sx4]
√
Es + n
2
r,s,5
y2r,s,6 = [−a9r,sx6 + a10r,sx5 − a11r,sx8 + a12r,sx7 − a13r,sx2 + a14r,sx1 − a15r,sx4 + a16r,sx3]
√
Es + n
2
r,s,6
y2r,s,7 = [−a9r,sx7 + a10r,sx8 + a11r,sx5 − a12r,sx6 − a13r,sx3 + a14r,sx4 + a15r,sx1 − a16r,sx2]
√
Es + n
2
r,s,7
y2r,s,8 = [−a9r,sx8 − a10r,sx7 + a11r,sx6 + a12r,sx5 − a13r,sx4 − a14r,sx3 + a15r,sx2 + a16r,sx1]
√
Es + n
2
r,s,8
Now applying MRC at the rth relay we have
sr,1 = h
∗
1y
1
r,s,1 + h2y
1∗
r,s,2 + h
∗
3y
1
r,s,3 + h4y
1∗
r,s,4 + h
∗
5y
1
r,s,5 + h6y
1∗
r,s,6 + h
∗
7y
1
r,s,7 + h8y
1∗
r,s,8
+ h∗9y
2
r,s,1 + h10y
2∗
r,s,2 + h
∗
11y
2
r,s,3 + h12y
2∗
r,s,4 + h
∗
13y
2
r,s,5 + h14y
2∗
r,s,6 + h
∗
15y
2
r,s,7 + h16y
2∗
r,s,8
sr,2 = −h1y1∗r,s,2 + h∗2y1r,s,1 − h3y1∗r,s,4 + h∗4y1r,s,3 − h5y1∗r,s,6 + h∗6y1r,s,5 + h7y1∗r,s,8 − h∗8y1r,s,7
− h9y2∗r,s,2 + h∗10y2r,s,1 − h11y2∗r,s,4 + h∗12y2r,s,3 − h13y2∗r,s,6 + h∗14y2r,s,5 + h15y2∗r,s,8 − h∗16y2r,s,7
where hi = a
i
r,s
√
Es, by putting all values in sr,iwe get
sr,1 =
√
Es
[
a1∗r,sn
1
r,s,1 + a
2
r,sn
1∗
r,s,2 + a
3∗
r,sn
1
r,s,3 + a
4
r,sn
1∗
r,s,4 + a
5∗
r,sn
1
r,s,5 + a
6
r,sn
1∗
r,s,6
]
+
√
Es
[
a7∗r,sn
1
r,s,7 + a
8
r,sn
1∗
r,s,8 + a
9∗
r,sn
2
r,s,1 + a
10
r,sn
2∗
r,s,2 + a
11∗
r,s n
2
r,s,3 + a
12
r,sn
2∗
r,s,4
]
+
√
Es
[
a13∗r,s n
2
r,s,5 + a
14
r,sn
2∗
r,s,6 + a
15∗
r,s n
2
r,s,7 + a
16
r,sn
2∗
r,s,8
]
+ Esx1
16∑
i=1
(air,s)
2
Now these symbols are transmitted from relay to destination by amplifying
with some factor. yd,r is the signal received at the destination from relay
with amplification βr.By diversity combining at the destination we get
yd,r,1 =
(
a1d,rsr,1 + a
2
d,rsr,2
)
βr
√
Er + nd,r,1
yd,r,2 =
(−a1d,rs∗r,2 + a2d,rs∗r,1) βr√Er + nd,r,2
By diversity combining at the destination antenna we get following signals
z˜d,r,1 = l
∗
1yd,r,1 + l2y
∗
d,r,2
z˜d,r,2 = l
∗
2yd,r,1 − l1y∗d,r,2
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where, li = a
i
d,r
√
Er, On expanding we get
z˜d,r,1 = CDβrErEsx1 +
√
Es
[
Da1∗r,sβrErn
1
r,s,1 +Da
2
r,sβrErn
1∗
r,s,2 +Da
3∗
r,sβrErn
1
r,s,3
]
+
√
Es
[
Da4r,sβrErn
1∗
r,s,4 +Da
5∗
r,sβrErn
1
r,s,5 +Da
6
r,sβrErn
1∗
r,s,6 +Da
7∗
r,sβrErn
1
r,s,7
]
+
√
Es
[
Da8r,sβrErn
1∗
r,s,8 +Da
9∗
r,sβrErn
2
r,s,1 +Da
10
r,sβrErn
2∗
r,s,2 +Da
11∗
r,s βrErn
2
r,s,3
]
+
√
Es
[
Da12r,sβrErn
2∗
r,s,4 +Da
13∗
r,s βrErn
2
r,s,5 +Da
14
r,sβrErn
2∗
r,s,6 +Da
15∗
r,s βrErn
2
r,s,7
]
+Da16r,sβrEr
√
Esn
2∗
r,s,8 + a
1∗
d,r
√
Ernd,r,1 + a
2
d,r
√
Ern
∗
d,r,2
z˜d,r,2 = CDβrErEsx2 +
√
Es
[
Da2∗r,sβrErn
1
r,s,1 −Da1r,sβrErn1∗r,s,2 −Da3r,sβrErn1∗r,s,4
]
+
√
Es
[
Da4∗r,sβrErn
1
r,s,3 −Da5r,sβrErn1∗r,s,6 +Da6∗r,sβrErn1r,s,5 +Da7r,sβrErn1∗r,s,8
]
−
√
Es
[
Da8∗r,sβrErn
1
r,s,7 +Da
10∗
r,s βrErn
2
r,s,1 −Da9r,sβrErn2∗r,s,2 −Da11r,sβrErn2∗r,s,4
]
+
√
Es
[
Da12∗r,s βrErn
2
r,s,3 −Da13r,sβrErn2∗r,s,6 +Da14∗r,s βrErn1r,s,5 +Da15r,sβrErn1∗r,s,8
]
−Da16∗r,s βrEr
√
Esn
2
r,s,7 + a
2∗
d,r
√
Ernd,r,1 − a1d,r
√
Ern
∗
d,r,2
Here D =
∑2
i=1 |aid,r|2,C =
∑16
i=1 |air,s|2.And yd,s,i is the signals from direct
path i.e from source to destination after Combining
yd,s,1 =
√
Es
[
a1∗d,snd,s,1 + a
2
r,sn
∗
d,s,2 + a
3∗
d,snd,s,3 + a
4
d,sn
∗
d,s,4 + a
5∗
d,snd,s,5 + a
6
r,sn
∗
d,s,6
]
+
√
Es
[
a7∗d,snd,s,7 + a
8
d,sn
∗
d,s,8
]
+ Esx1
[
8∑
i=1
(aid,s)
2
]
yd,s,2 =
√
Es
[
a2∗r,snd,s,1 − a1d,sn∗d,s,2 − a3d,sn∗d,s,4 + a4∗d,snd,s,3 − a5d,sn∗d,s,6 + a6∗r,snd,s,5
]
+
√
Es
[
a7d,sn
∗
d,s,8 − a8∗d,snd,s,7
]
+ Esx2
[
8∑
i=1
(aid,s)
2
]
so we have two signals at destination z˜d,r,i and yd,s,i .Now Maximum likeli-
hood detection rule for first symbol is given by
CEsβrRe {z˜d,r,1}
CDErEsβ2r + 1
+Re {yd,s,1}
1
>
<
−1
0
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2.5 Detection rule for Ms = 4 ,Mr = 2 ,Md = 1
for complex signals
In this model we have 4 transmitted antennas and n relays with each having
2 antennas. we have 4 transmitted antennas so we can transmit 3 signals at
a time.For transmission we use quasi orthogonal designs In this case by 4×4
quasi orthogonaldesign we represent x as
x1 x2 x3 0
−x∗2 x∗1 0 −x3
−x∗3 0 x∗1 x2
0 x∗3 −x∗2 x1

Following are the signal received at the destination and rth relay .The signals
received at destination are
yd,,s,1 = [a
1
d,sx1 + a
2
d,sx2 + a
3
d,sx3 + 0]
√
Es + nd,s,1
yd,,s,2 = [a
2
d,sx
∗
1 − a1d,sx∗2 + 0− a4d,sx3]
√
Es + nd,s,2
yd,s,3 = [a
3
d,sx
∗
1 + 0− a1d,sx∗3 + a4d,sx2]
√
Es + nd,s,3
yd,s,4 = [0 + a
2
d,sx
∗
3 − a3d,sx∗2 + a4d,sx1]
√
Es + nd,s,4
signals received at the relay are given as
y1r,s,1 = [a
1
r,sx1 + a
2
r,sx2 + a
3
r,sx3 + 0]
√
Es + n
1
r,s,1
y1r,s,2 = [a
2
r,sx
∗
1 − a1r,sx∗2 + 0− a4r,sx3]
√
Es + n
1
r,s,2
y1r,s,3 = [a
3
r,sx
∗
1 + 0− a1r,sx∗3 + a4r,sx2]
√
Es + n
1
r,s,3
y1r,s,4 = [0 + a
2
r,sx
∗
3 − a3r,sx∗2 + a4r,sx1]
√
Es + n
1
r,s,4
y2r,s,1 = [a
5
r,sx1 + a
6
r,sx2 + a
7
r,sx3 + 0]
√
Es + n
2
r,s,1
y2r,s,2 = [a
6
r,sx
∗
1 − a5r,sx∗2 + 0− a8r,sx3]
√
Es + n
2
r,s,2
y2r,s,3 = [a
7
r,sx
∗
1 − a5r,sx∗3 + 0 + a8r,sx2]
√
Es + n
2
r,s,3
y2r,s,4 = [0 + a
6
r,sx
∗
3 − a7r,sx∗2 + a8r,sx1]
√
Es + n
2
r,s,4
The above signals are combined at the relay and we get sr,i
sr,1 = h
∗
1y
1
r,s,1 + h2y
1∗
r,s,2 + h
∗
3y
1
r,s,3 + h4y
1∗
r,s,4 + h
∗
5y
2
r,s,1 + h6y
2∗
r,s,2 + h
∗
7y
2
r,s,3 + h8y
2∗
r,s,4
sr,2 = −h1y1∗r,s,2 + h∗2y1r,s,1 − h3y1∗r,s,4 + h∗4y1r,s,3 − h5y2∗r,s,2 + h∗6y2r,s,1 − h7y2∗r,s,4 + h∗8y2r,s,3
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Now these symbols are transmited from relay to destination by amplifying
with factor βr using alamouti code.yd,r is the signal received at the destina-
tion from relay
yd,r,1 =
(
a1d,rsr,1 + a
2
d,rsr,2
)
βr
√
Er + nd,r,1
yd,r,2 =
(−a1d,rs∗r,2 + a2d,rs∗r,1) βr√Er + nd,r,2
where βr =
√
1
CEs+N0
.Applying Maximal Ratio Combining at the destination
we get
z˜d,r,1 = l1yd,r,1 + l2yd,r,2
z˜d,r,2 = l2yd,r,1 − l1yd,r,2
where, li = a
i
d,r
√
Er, On expanding
z˜d,r,1 = CDβrErEsx1 + Er
√
Es
[
Da1∗r,sβrn
1
r,s,1 +Da
2
r,sβrn
1∗
r,s,2 +Da
3∗
r,sn
1
r,s,3
]
+ Er
√
Es
[
Da4r,sβrn
1∗
r,s,4 +Da
5∗
r,sβrn
2
r,s,1 +Da
6
r,sβrn
2∗
r,s,2 +Da
7∗
r,sβrn
2
r,s,3
]
+Da8r,sβrEr
√
Esn
2∗
r,s,4 + a
1∗
d,r
√
Ernd,r,1 + a
2
d,r
√
Ern
∗
d,r,2
z˜d,r,2 = CDβrErEsx2 + Er
√
Es
[
Da2r,sβrn
1
r,s,1 −Da1r,sβrn1r,s,2 +Da3r,sβrn1r,s,4
]
+ Er
√
Es
[−Da4r,sβrn1r,s,3 −Da5r,sβrn2r,s,2 +Da6r,sβrn2r,s,1 +Da7r,sβrn2r,s,4]
−Da8r,sβrEr
√
Esn
2
r,s,3 + a
2
d,r
√
Ernd,r,1 − a1d,r
√
Ernd,r,2
zd,s,1 = h
∗
1yd,s,1 + h2y
∗
d,s,2 + h
∗
3yd,s,3 + h4y
∗
d,s,4
where, D =
∑2
i=1 |aid,r|2,C =
∑8
i=1 |air,s|2.
So we have two signals at desination z˜d,r,i and zd,s,i
Now signal received fromboth source and relay is given by
Y =
CEsβrz˜d,r,1
CDErEsβ2r + 1
+ zd,s,1
Now based on ANGLE(Y) we decide the decision rule
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2.6 Detection rule for Ms = 8 ,Mr = 2 ,Md = 1
for complex signals
In this model we have 8 transmitted antennas and n relays with each having
2 antennas. we have 8 transmitted antennas so we can transmit 6 signals
at a time because these are complex signals. In this case by 8 × 8 quasi
orthogonal design we represent x as
x1 x2 x3 0 x4 x5 x6 0
−x∗2 x∗1 0 x3 −x∗5 x∗4 0 x6
−x3 0 x1 x2 −x∗6 0 x∗4 x5
0 −x3 −x∗2 x∗1 0 x∗6 x∗5 x4
−x4 x5 x∗6 0 x1 x2 −x3 0
−x∗5 −x∗4 −0 −x∗6 −x∗2 x∗1 0 x3
−x6 0 −x∗4 −x5 x3 0 x1 x2
0 −x6 x∗5 −x4 0 −x3 −x∗2 x∗1

Signals at destination are
yd,s,1 = [a
1
d,sx1 + a
2
d,sx2 + a
3
d,sx3 + a
5
d,sx4 + a
6
d,sx5 + a
7
d,sx6+]
√
Es + nd,s,1
yd,s,2 = [−a1d,sx∗2 + a2d,sx∗1 + a4d,sx3 − a5d,sx∗5 + a6d,sx∗4 + a8d,sx6]
√
Es + n
1
d,s,2
yd,s,3 = [−a1d,sx3 + a3d,sx1 + a4d,sx2 − a5d,sx∗6 + a7d,sx∗4 + a8d,sx5]
√
Es + nd,s,3
yd,s,4 = [−a2d,sx3 − a3d,sx∗2 + a4d,sx∗1 + a6d,sx∗6 + a7d,sx∗5 + a8d,sx4]
√
Es + n
1
d,s,4
yd,s,5 = [−a1d,sx4 + a2d,sx5 + a3d,sx∗6 + a5d,sx1 + a6d,sx2 − a7d,sx3]
√
Es + n
1
r,s,5
yd,s,6 = [−a1r,sx∗5 − a2r,sx∗4 − a4r,sx∗6 − a5r,sx∗2 + a6r,sx∗1 + a8d,sx3]
√
Es + nd,s,6
yd,s,7 = [−a1d,sx6 − a3d,sx∗4 − a4d,sx5 + a5d,sx3 + a7d,sx1 + a8d,sx2]
√
Es + nd,s,7
yd,s,8 = [−a2d,sx6 + a3d,sx∗5 − a4d,sx4 − a6d,sx3 − a7d,sx∗2 + a8d,sx∗1]
√
Es + nr,s,8
signals received at the relay are
y1r,s,1 = [a
1
r,sx1 + a
2
r,sx2 + a
3
r,sx3 + a
5
r,sx4 + a
6
r,sx5 + a
7
r,sx6+]
√
Es + n
1
r,s,1
y1r,s,2 = [−a1r,sx∗2 + a2r,sx∗1 + a4r,sx3 − a5r,sx∗5 + a6r,sx∗4 + a8r,sx6]
√
Es + n
1
r,s,2
y1r,s,3 = [−a1r,sx3 + a3r,sx1 + a4r,sx2 − a5r,sx∗6 + a7r,sx∗4 + a8r,sx5]
√
Es + n
1
r,s,3
y1r,s,4 = [−a2r,sx3 − a3r,sx∗2 + a4r,sx∗1 + a6r,sx∗6 + a7r,sx∗5 + a8r,sx4]
√
Es + n
1
r,s,4
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y1r,s,5 = [−a1r,sx4 + a2r,sx5 + a3r,sx∗6 + a5r,sx1 + a6r,sx2 − a7r,sx3]
√
Es + n
1
r,s,5
y1r,s,6 = [−a1r,sx∗5 − a2r,sx∗4 − a4r,sx∗6 − a5r,sx∗2 + a6r,sx∗1 + a8r,sx3]
√
Es + n
1
r,s,6
y1r,s,7 = [−a1r,sx6 − a3r,sx∗4 − a4r,sx5 + a5r,sx3 + a7r,sx1 + a8r,sx2]
√
Es + n
1
r,s,7
y1r,s,8 = [−a2r,sx6 + a3r,sx∗5 − a4r,sx4 − a6r,sx3 − a7r,sx∗2 + a8r,sx∗1]
√
Es + n
1
r,s,8
Now symbols received at second antenna are given below
y2r,s,1 = [a
9
r,sx1 + a
10
r,sx2 + a
11
r,sx3 + a
13
r,sx4 + a
14
r,sx5 + a
15
r,sx6+]
√
Es + n
2
r,s,1
y2r,s,2 = [−a9r,sx∗2 + a10r,sx∗1 + a12r,sx3 − a13r,sx∗5 + a14r,sx∗4 + a16r,sx6]
√
Es + n
2
r,s,2
y2r,s,3 = [−a9r,sx3 + a11r,sx1 + a12r,sx2 − a13r,sx∗6 + a15r,sx∗4 + a16r,sx5]
√
Es + n
2
r,s,3
y2r,s,4 = [−a10r,sx3 − a11r,sx∗2 + a12r,sx∗1 + a14r,sx∗6 + a15r,sx∗5 + a16r,sx4]
√
Es + n
2
r,s,4
y2r,s,5 = [−a9r,sx4 + a10r,sx5 + a11r,sx∗6 + a13r,sx1 + a14r,sx2 − a15r,sx3]
√
Es + n
1
r,s,5
y2r,s,6 = [−a9r,sx∗5 − a10r,sx∗4 − a12r,sx∗6 − a13r,sx∗2 + a14r,sx∗1 + a16r,sx3]
√
Es + n
2
r,s,6
y2r,s,7 = [−a9r,sx6 − a11r,sx∗4 − a12r,sx5 + a13r,sx3 + a15r,sx1 + a16r,sx2]
√
Es + n
2
r,s,7
y2r,s,8 = [−a10r,sx6 + a11r,sx∗5 − a12r,sx4 − a14r,sx3 − a15r,sx∗2 + a16r,sx∗1]
√
Es + n
2
r,s,8
Now applying MRC at the rth relay we have
sr,1 = h
∗
1y
1
r,s,1 + h2y
1∗
r,s,2 + h
∗
3y
1
r,s,3 + h4y
1∗
r,s,4 + h
∗
5y
1
r,s,5 + h6y
1∗
r,s,6 + h
∗
7y
1
r,s,7 + h8y
1∗
r,s,8
+ h∗9y
2
r,s,1 + h10y
2∗
r,s,2 + h
∗
11y
2
r,s,3 + h12y
2∗
r,s,4 + h
∗
13y
2
r,s,5 + h14y
2∗
r,s,6 + h
∗
15y
2
r,s,7 + h16y
2∗
r,s,8
sr,2 = −h1y1∗r,s,2 + h∗2y1r,s,1 − h3y1∗r,s,4 + h∗4y1r,s,3 − h5y1∗r,s,6 + h∗6y1r,s,5 + h7y1∗r,s,8 − h∗8y1r,s,7
− h9y2∗r,s,2 + h∗10y2r,s,1 − h11y2∗r,s,4 + h∗12y2r,s,3 − h13y2∗r,s,6 + h∗14y2r,s,5 + h15y2∗r,s,8 − h∗16y2r,s,7
where hi = a
i
r,s
√
Es,by putting all values in above equation we get full
expression for sr,i
sr,1 =
√
Es[a
1∗
r,sn
1
r,s,1 + a
2
r,sn
1∗
r,s,2 + a
3∗
r,sn
1
r,s,3 + a
4
r,sn
1∗
r,s,4 + a
5∗
r,sn
1
r,s,5 + a
6
r,sn
1∗
r,s,6]
+
√
Es[a
7∗
r,sn
1
r,s,7 + a
8
r,sn
1∗
r,s,8 + a
9∗
r,sn
2
r,s,1 + a
10
r,sn
2∗
r,s,2 + a
11∗
r,s n
2
r,s,3 + a
12
r,sn
2∗
r,s,4]
+
√
Es[a
13∗
r,s n
2
r,s,5 + a
14
r,sn
2∗
r,s,6 + a
15∗
r,s n
2
r,s,7 + a
16
r,sn
2∗
r,s,8] + Esx1
16∑
i=1
[
air,s
]2
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Now these symbols are transmitted from relay to destination by amplifying
with some factor βr, yd,r is the signal received at the destination from relay.
yd,r,1 =
(
a1d,rsr,1 + a
2
d,rsr,2
)
βr
√
Er + nd,r,1
yd,r,2 =
(−a1d,rs∗r,2 + a2d,rs∗r,1) βr√Er + nd,r,2
By diversity combining at the destination antenna we get
z˜d,r,1 = l
∗
1yd,r,1 + l2y
∗
d,r,2
z˜d,r,2 = l
∗
2yd,r,1 − l1y∗d,r,2
where, li = a
i
d,r
√
Er ,D =
∑16
i=1 |aid,r|2 and C =
∑16
i=1 |air,s|2
So we have two signals at destination z˜d,r,i and yd,s,i.
The combining signal at the receiver is given as
Y =
CEsβrz˜d,r,1
CDErEsβ2r + 1
+ zd,s,1
Now based on ANGLE(Y) we decide the decision rule
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Chapter 3
Theoretical Bit Error Rate
Performance analysis
We define the gamma distribution which will be necessary for BER perfor-
mance analysis for different schemes. The probability density function (PDF)
of a random variable γ with gamma distribution with mean γ and order m
is defined as
pγ(x) =
xm−1e−(x/γ)
γmΓ(m)
We define the respective equivalent SNR [2] on the S-D, S-R and R-D
links as γd,s, γr,s, γd,r with γd,s = E[γd,s], γr,s = E[γr,s] and γd,r = E[γd,r].
γd,s =
Es
N0
|ad,s|2, γr,s = Es
N0
Cr, γd,r =
Er
N0
Dr
The equivalent end-to-end SNR can then be expressed as
γeq = γd,s +
N∑
r=1
γ2r,sγd,r
1 + γr,s + γr,sγd,r
< γd,s +
N∑
r=1
γr,sγd,r
1 + γd,r
Though this is an upper bound, this gives a very close approximation for
γr,s >> 1. Defining γr = γr,sγd,r/(1 + γd,r), and noting that γd,s, γr,s and
γd,r are all gamma distributed , the MGF of γr is obtained in [1] where
md,r = Md,mr,s = Mr, γr,s = MrΩr,sEs/N0 and γd,r = MdΩd,rEr/N0
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Theoretical Bit Error rate expression is obtained by Moment generating
function(MGF) analysis.The MGF of two hop communication is given as
Mγeq(s) = Mγd,s(s)
N∏
r=1
Mγr(s).
Where Mγeq is the MGF of the end-to-end equivalent signal to noise ratio of
the MIMO relay system[3].The MGF of source to destination link is given by
Mγd,s(s) =
1
1 + sγd,s
The MGF of source to destination link is given by [3]
Mγr (s) =
(
mr,s
γ¯r,s
)mr,s (md,r
γ¯d,r
)md,r Γ (mr,s +md,r)
Γ (mr,s) Γ (md,r)
1
(md,r/γ¯d,r +mr,s/γ¯d,r + s)
md,r+mr,s
.
[
1
mr,s
2F1
(
1,mr,s +md,r;mr,s + 1;
mr,s/γ¯r,s + s
mr,s/γ¯r,s +md,rγ¯r,s + s
)
+
1
md,r
2F1
(
1,mr,s +md,r;md,r + 1;
md,r/γ¯d,r + s
mr,s/γ¯r,s +md,r/γ¯d,r + s
)]
The general expression for BER in relay cooperative diversity is given by
below expression [6]
Pbpsk =
1
pi
∫ pi
2
0
Mγeq
(
1
sin2 θ
)
dθ.
3.1 Expression for Bit Error Rate in M-PSK
The general expression for BER in M-PSK is
PM.psk =
1
pi
∫ pi
M
(M−1)
0
Mγeq
(
KM
sin2 θ
)
dθ.
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where KM = sin
2 ( pi
M
)
3.2 Expression for Bit Error Rate in M-QAM
The general expression for BER in M-QAM is
PM.Qam =
4(1− 1√
M
)
pi
∫ pi
2
0
Mγeq
( gQ
sin2 θ
)
dθ
−
4(1− 1√
M
)2
pi
∫ pi
4
0
Mγeq
( gQ
sin2 θ
)
dθ.
where gQ =
1.5
(M−1)
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3.3 RESULTS
In our simulations, we have assumed that all the relays are located at the
same distance from the source and also from the destination. The ratio of the
distance of the relays from the source and the distance between the source
and the destination is denoted by L and consequently Ωr,s ∝ 1/L4. The
source energy Es is equally distributed among all the Ms antennas at source
and relay energy Er is equally distributed among all the Mr antennas at
relay.
Figure 3.1: BER for MIMO models having 2,4,8 transmitted antennas at
source for BPSK
In the above figure we obtained simulation and analytical results for three
different MIMO models.We observed that both simulation and analytical re-
sults are matched .In this for Ms = 8 we get better BER performance than
other two models which shows as number of antennas increases then we get
better BER performance
In the below figure we obtained simulation and analytical results forMs =
4,Mr = 2,Md = 1 MIMO model for complex signals .We used different M-
PSK modulation schemes,in that 4-PSK provides better performance than
all remaining higher modulations. It shows to get better BER performance
we have to use low order modulation schemes
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Figure 3.2: BER for Ms = 4 ,Mr = 2 ,Md = 1 with M-PSK
The below figure illustrates we obtained simulation and analytical results
for Ms = 8 ,Mr = 2 ,Md = 1 MIMO model for complex signals .We used
different M-PSK modulation schemes,in that 4-PSK provides better perfor-
mance than all remaining higher modulations. It shows to get better BER
performance we have to use low order modulation schemes
Figure 3.3: BER for MIMO model having Ms = 8,Mr = 2,Md = 1 with
M-PSK.
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In the below figure we obtained simulation and analytical results for
Ms = 4 ,Mr = 2 ,Md = 1 MIMO model with different types of M-QAM.We
used complex signals for M-QAM for this we obtained quasi orthogonal de-
signs for transmission.In all cases BER decreases as SNR increases, For high
value of M we got more BER.The performance curve shows significant im-
provement for 4-QAM
Figure 3.4: BER for MIMO model having Ms = 4 ,Mr = 2 ,Md = 1 for
different types of QAM
In the below figure we compared BER performance for Ms = 4,Mr =
2,Md = 1 MIMO model with BPSK, M-QAM and M-PSK. For BPSK we
used real signals for other two we used complex signals.We used different
higher modulations for complex signals using both M-PSK and M-QAM . In
all of them BPSK provides better performance than other modulations.And
it shows for complex signals QAM provides better BER performance than
MPSK .From all these figures we can say that we can obtain better BER
performance for high number of antennas at source and for complex signals
QAM is the better choice
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Figure 3.5: BER comparison for MIMO model having Ms = 4,Mr = 2,Md =
1 using BPSK,QAM,M-PSK
In the below figure we compared BER performance for Ms = 8 ,Mr = 2
,Md = 1 MIMO model with BPSK, M-QAM and M-PSK.In all of them
BPSK provides better performance than other modulations.
Figure 3.6: BER comparison for MIMO model having Ms = 8,Mr = 2,Md =
1 using BPSK,QAM,M-PSK
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Chapter 4
Conclusion and Future work
This paper has shown the possible benefits of a wireless transmission using
cooperative diversity to increase the performance.cooperative diversity can
significantly enhance the performance of the communication system by re-
ducing the bit error rate.We compared BER performance for different MIMO
models and also we compared the Performance analysis of AF based coopera-
tive diversity for multiple transmitted antennas.We compared the simulation
results with analytical results for different MIMO models
• In this we have computed for various combinations of MIMO with
BPSK,M-PSK,M-QAM.For the above three cases BPSK gives mini-
mum BER compared to others.
• We used Space time block codes for real signals and for complex we
used Quasi orthogonal space time block codes
• As number of antennas increases at source then we get better Perfor-
mance for MIMO models
In this we have done with approximated analysis for obtaining Receiver de-
tection rule .In future we can obtain exact analysis for detection rule and
related performance analysis
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